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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Many elementary schools are not fortunate enough to 

have the number of pupils of any on® age or grade group di-

visible Into desirably sized class groups without having a 

few pupils left over. These pupils must then be placed 

with a group consisting of a fractional section of another 

grade. This gives rise to the question of whether a double-

grade group will advance as far ae those in the single-grade 

room. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem is to endeavor to discover whether children 

who were placed in a double or combination grade {a room con-

taining two grades) could be expected to advance as rapidly 

in their educational achievement as children in rooms con-

taining only a single grade. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose is to determine if there is any significant 

difference in the rate of achievement made by children in a 

combination room a© compared with the progress of those as-

signed to a single grade. 
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Bourses of Data 

Source© of inforaatloa were seoured from the mem gain 

in m M m m m n t m determined by giving the Metropolitan 

Aohieveaent feaits to group® of third and fourtfc~grade pupil# 

la the Carroll ton Sleaentary School, and fourth«*grade pupils 

in the Ooppell Sleasentary Sohool. T#§t results mm also 

(secured from a group of fourth and fifth^grade pupils la the 

Farmers Sraaeh iohool. Gthsr souroes of data were seoured 

froa books and articles 1» the library. 

Xdaltatlons 

fh© findings on this problea are Halted to the study 

of nlnety~elght itudents* divided into eight email groups. 

ffaert w i two third*-grade groups and one fourth-grade group 

In the Carrollton Sohool, one fourth~grade group In the Cop~ 

pell Sohool# and two fourth^grade group# and two fifth-grade 

groups la the Faiwers Branch School, this study is ale# 

Halted to only on® area of educational growth—the aeade©l© 

growth of pupils. 

Procedure of Study 

fhe results of achievement tests were taken froia groups 

of student® where only one grade was taught In a room, and 

In rooms where two grades were taught. Of course, in the 

double-grade rooms the number of students la each grade was 

saaller than the nuufeer in the single-grade rooms. therefore# 

only the pupils In the single rooss selected were those who were of 



equal rank with those In the double-grade room. Then, 

these pairs of students * em given achievement t@ets again 

after aix-months* periods of time and the results were com-

pared with the results of the first teste, la this way the 

amounts of progress made by single-grade groups were ascer-

tained and compared with the amounts of progress made by 

double-grade groups. 

Related Studies 

Many rural schools have the combination grades* as the 

number of pupils In a single grade is not large enough to 

Justify the practice of engaging a teacher for each grade. 

Larger schools often do not have the correct number of pupils 

in one grade that will make desirably sized class groups 

without having some remaining students. This situation, then, 

necessitates the forming of a combination or double-grade 

class group. 

S. E. Knight made a study of this problem la the Hew 

Haven City Schools. He arranged an experiment in which he 

endeavored to discover whether children who were placed in 

a double grade or combination grade could be expected to 

advance as rapidly as children in single-grade rooms. He 

limited his study to fourth-grade sections in double grades 

*E. E. Knight, *A Study of Double Grades in Mew Haven 
City Schools,* Journal of Experimental Education, VII (Sep-
tember, 1958) 11-18, 
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with third-grade pupils, and fourth-grade sections in double-

grades with fifth-grade pupils, while others consisted of 

fourth-grade pupils only. The comparison, of test results ob-

tained by giving the gJtMtfftlfl Iftil at the begin* 

niiig and conclusion of the semester1 s experiment led Knight 

to make the conclusion that fourth-grade children In double 

grades, whether combined, with the grade above or the grade 

beXow, equaled or surpassed the growth of children in rooms 

having only fourth-grade pupils when the composite score on 

achievement testa Is considered. However* he felt that the 

above conclusion might not hold true if extreme combinations 

are made* 

Another study which was related to this one was made by 

Abridge. He made m experiment with some hundred®' of chil-

dren who were regularly classified a® fourth graders ana of 

a group of equal number who were of the normal chronological 

age for fourth grade.2 Among the regular fourth-grade group 

were a few children who were younger than normal eg® and many 

who were older than the normal age for fourth grade. This 

fact was a result of the ordinary workings of a classification 

system in which pupils were quite often held back for a half-

year or more and where a few pupils were double promoted or 

advanced beyond their regular age groups. The second group 

%arth H. Akrldge, £ h r U M M , i t 
pp. §2-64. 
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was composed of pupil© whose chronological age was normal 

for fourth, grade. In this group there were numbers of 

children who were still in third or lower grades, and there 

were also a few children who had reached fifth or sixth 

grade because of rapid promotion, A comparison of these 

two groups revealed no significant differences either in 

their average achievement in the various school subjects nor 

in the range of their scores in these subjects. In other 

words* all of this labeling of children, all the pushing 

ahead and the holding back in the first group, had resulted 

in no greater homogeneity in ability to achieve in sohool 

subjects than if the group had been allowed to enter sohool 

at a nomaX age and had been kept together throughout the 

three or four years without any failure or extra promotion. 

Studies of this sort offer some of the strongest, evidence 

against the older promotion policies In the elementary school, 



CHAPTER II 

THEORIES OP PUPIL CLASSIFICATION 

In classifying pupils it is sometimes necessary to 

have sore than on® grade taught in the u$m room. There 

are more pupils in on© grade than oan be wisely handled 

in one rooa, and yet not enough to Justify the securing of 

two teachers. Thus, the combination or double-grade room 

becomes necessary. Probably no teacher wants to take the 

two grates, and most parents prefer that their child be 

placed in the single-grade instead of the double-grade rooa. 

Much dissatisfaction could be avoided if it could be proved 

that the achievement of pupils is not retarded when plaoed 

in rooms where two grades are taught. 

Teachers often think the work is harder when two grades 

are in their rooms. However, teachers, when given as isany 

as thirty pupils, divide them into groups anyway. It would 

not make very much difference if the thirty pupils were di-

vided into two grade groups, such as a third-grade group and 

a fourth-grade group. 

Charles Russell, in Teaming Tomorrow, discusses 

advantages and disadvantages of grouping plans. He states: 

When a class of pupils is divided into the dull 
and brilliant ones, in two or more groups, the theory 

6 



that the work of the teacher is made easier is not nec-
essarily true. The difference between the poorest 
pupil la the•higher group and the best pupil in the 
lower group Is less, far lese, than the difference among 
the pupils within each group. One group may have a lower 
standard than the other, but the problem of meeting any-
single standard in any group is a fallacy within itself. 
Therefore a grouping made on that basis is a fallacy. 
If the teaching is done well, it should be as easy to 
teach within the limits of the entire range of ability 
of a class as within a part of that range. Moreover, 
such a differentiation of the parts of a class denies 
the right of children to be taught by eaoh other as much 
as by the teacher.1 

Elsbree, in discussing the pros and cons of homogeneous 

grouping, a term used to refer to the classification of pupils 

on the basis of their ability to learn, makes the following 

statements concerning the question of whether the task of In-

struction is made easier or harder: 

One of the major arguments la support of classify-
ing pupils on the basis of ability has been the asser-
tion that homogeneous grouping makes the task of instruc-
tion easier. It seems logical that the narrower the 
range in pupil achievement the less area the teacher will 
have to supervise and be responsible for—hence the less 
difficult her task. Although the findings of equally 
competent students appear to be somewhat contradictory 
at points, all the investigations have shown wide ranges 
in achievement among so-called homogeneous groups of 
pupils,. On® of the most comprehensive researches in 
this field was made by Burr, who found that homogeneous 
grouping reduced, by only two or three, on the average, 
the number of pupils in an ordinary class group who would 
require special assistance from the teacher or some defi-
nite instructional adjustment. Hence it is not clear 
whether instruction is made easier or no less difficult 
for the teacher by classifying pupils on the basis of 
their native capacity as revealed through test scores.3 

Charles Russell, Ifftfiteg X2Z SSWSXSM* p. 280. 

fwillard 8. Elsbree, i& Jtlft Elementary 
p. 39. 
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Every teaoher realises that each learner is different, 

but that learners are alike In nor© ways than they are dif-

ferent, therefore* the similarity is enough for them to 

work and think in groups* each Individual following the in-

terests that satisfy hie needs. Q-ood teaching is guidance* 

or directing learning situations. It ie helping children 

to solve the everyday problems they face In real-life 

situations. 

If a teacher begins with the child and goes on from 

there, helping him where he has a need for improvement, chal-

lenging him to develop the skills he needs; it is necessary 

then that all are to be at a certain level. Why would it be 

necessary to have all pupils in a room at third-grade level 

or all at a fourth-grade level? If all the pupils were in 

the same grade, would there not be about as much range of 

ability to achieve certain amounts as if there were children 

from two grade groups? 

Also if a group of pupils le divided strictly on the 

basis of mentality, the variation of the pupils in reading 

or history or geography may be as great or greater than the 

difference between the sections. 

w. w. cook, in tesaiM m S immUm to Jte Ilaisalm 

„ makes the following statement: 

Probably the best bases for grouping children w e 
chronological age, physical development, and social de-
velopment. fhe idea that grade levels indicate rather 
definite stages of achievement should be abandoned, for 
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in reality they represent very broad, overlapping 
bands of achievement.5 

In consideration that each group is composed of indi-

viduals and that each individual must put forth effort in 

order to succeed at anything attempted, is it then probable 

or possible that all individual effort is at the east® level* 

Individual effort oust be put forth even in group processes. 

Often the child is motivated by the presence of the group to 

do better work, or through pride he is motivated into raising 

his levels of achievement. Hence he 1 earns through individ-

ual effort but not at the gas® speed since growth patterns 

change. 

Modem psychology holds that the growth of the 
child fro a birth to adulthood is a continuous process 
that can't be divided into specific stages marked by 
well defined boundaries. Each bodily organ and eaoh 
mental function apparently has its own characteristic 
growth curve.4 

Regardless of a group or the number in a given group, 

all within the group will not progress at the same pace in 

scholastic achievement any more than they grow physically 

at the suae rate, 

William K. Burton, in summarising the nature of learners, 

makes these statements: 

1. Living organisms are unitary, integrating wholes. 
2. Living organisms constantly eeek to maintain their 

primary integration, or equilibrium. 

3 
A. S. Barr, William H. Burton and Leo i. Bruecker, 

p. 524, 

P. 538. 
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3* The growth of organisms Is determined in part by 
heredity* in part by environment. 

4* Growth* in general, takes the form ol" an orderly* 
progressive* differentiation out of and fro® the 
original organisnlc pattern* That is* in general* 
growth Is regular and even instead of saltatory 
and irregular except as noted In 6 below. 

5. Growth In individuals* ia general* usually main-
tains the pace at which it starts* Exceptions 
are noted in No. 6 below* 

6* Growth shows oertaln oscillations In rate at vari-
ous ages and levels* between the ee»®k said for 
various factors * 

7, Growth oscillations in rate and amount are nor® 
rapid and intense the earlier the physiological 
changes of adolescence appear* 

8, Growth in a given individual may vary greatly from 
the average bat will be in accordance with the gen-
eral laws. 

9, Growth of various separate items proceeds at dif-
ferential rates; maturity is achieved at different 
tines j but thee® differentials are subordinate to 
the general laws* 

lOv Growth irregularities in the sense of serious var-
iations froa expectancy do oceur and may be either 
positive or negative* 

. , .While the facts are not all in* it will probably 
be wise not to accept poor work in spelling and arith-
metic from students who do quite well in history and 
geography. The former must be taught more effectively. 
It is rarely true that a pupil can do well in every-
thing but "Just oannot do arithmetic. * It is more ' 
likely that arithmetic was poorly taught or was intro-
duced in advance of maturation and readiness* The marked 
variations in performance in the case of specialists* ex-
pert in one field and poor in others,* are usually owing 
to training.5 

Thus, it has been found that "periods or levels of growth" 

may not remain constant. 

Jersild, in discussing some practical considerations of 

grouping plans* says: 

^William H. Burton, S M M M m A X . A s M M M M * 
PP. MM.M. 
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Whenever we deal with two or more children m face 
the fact of individual differences. If children are 
grouped according to mental ability, they will vary in 
chronological age, physical size, social maturity* and 
motor 'ability, If they are grouped according to chrono-
logical age* they will differ with respect to other 
variables. Ho grouping is likely to be pure, even with 
respect to the particular variable on which it is based, 

» . «Sven when it seems necessary, for practical 
reasons, to continue the antique custom of pinning 
twenty* thirty, or forty children to the same claserooa 
each hour of the day and each day of the week, world 
without end, there still are more possibilities of flex-
ible grouping within the' classroom Itself,. This lias 
been demonstrated repeatedly in schools that have 
adopted the "activity program* or other "newer* prac-
tices* whatever may be the nam. la such situations 
children say be organised into committees "or by other 
means to deal with various projects, all of which are 
related to the sain work of the class,. Moreover, it 
has been observed that one# children have the opportursi ty 
to learn how to function in such arrangements, they show 
more ability to take responsibility for their good de-
portment and industry than is assumed la the class situa-
tion, where the teacher continually rides herd upon pupils 
working la an entire class upon a single Job. -• 

Such research should take into account the benefits 
the children may gain from the children who differ frots 
them, as well as the benefits they may gain from chil-
dren who resesfole them,. Borne purposes require a very 
heterogeneous group. Other purposes can best be achieved 
by a relatively homogeneous group. It is only by asso-
ciation with children quite different from himself that 
a child can learn the lesson so 1 important In life, that 
one must be able to get along in the world peopled by 
persons who are dull or bright, fat or thin, stupid or 
wis#, robust or weak, sickly or healthy, etc.6 

In consideration of the fact that snail schools need to 

have combination grades, Bellis L. Caswell In Education 

the Elementary School;, makes the following statement: 

Regular progress for pupils, the extent of Individ-
ual differences, and variations among the abilities of 
given Individuals all make for wide differences In any 

^Arthur T. Jersild and Associates, S M M 
153-156. 
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grade group, however composed. la brief, grades do 
not represent levels of achievement as traditionally 
conceived, even la schools large enough to have a 
teacher per grade. It seems evident, therefore, that 
the small school may more readily solve Its problem 
of organization by giving attention to the group of 
children to "be educated and grouping them upon what-
ever basis, appears more fruitful for & particular 
ability at a particular time. In such grouping, 
grades as such will be greatly minimized, and the 
number of groups will be greatly reduced,^ 

In the following paragraph, Caswell points out that, 

aside from the common interest and concern of th© pupils, 

differences In abilities are desirable rather than unde-

sirable J 

The best basic unit of organization yet devised is 
the self-contained classroom in which a group of chil-
dren of approximately the same social maturity are 
grouped together under the extended and continuous guid-
ance of a single teacher. This basic group should be 
formed to assure ooBtmonness of interest and concern in 
order that large group enterprises m y be developed 
most readily as th© central part of the curriculum. 

Beyond this basis of broad, common interest and 
concern, differences in abilities and in aptitudes are 
desirable rather than undesirable, for a condition 
should exist in ifelch varied contribution* are made to 
the life of the group and in which leadership and fol-
lowershlp shift from person to person as new situations 
develop, Just as they do in normal life situations. 
This group should live and work together according to 
all the best precepts of democratic action, developing 
a sense of having a hone and a personal counselor within 
the larger school situation. Central responsibility 
for curriculum development and guidance for all chil-
dren should center around this classroom unit. Assign-
ment of children to particular groups should not be 
on a purely random basis: that is, all children in a 
grade should not be divided into th© number of sections 
to be provided on an alphabetical or like basis. What 

J W l i s L. Casweii, mmtom M Jis ferotey Mml* 
pp. 288-289. 
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Is known of the maturity of the children, their friend-
ships* their behavior problems* and their particular 
abilities and disabilities should all be brought into 
review to form groups which will become strong* co-
operative* and mutually helpful. Often the abilities 
and interests of teachers will make a difference as to 
what groups children should be assigned to. Groups 
should be foraed not on a fixed and final basis, but 
it should be possible as the year proceeds to shift 
children from one group to another, &B expectations In 
original planning are not realized or as. unexpected 
problems arise.® 

Too often parents object to the shifting of their chil-

dren to other groups when adjustments and progress problems 

arise, for they still have the older conception that group-

ing is grading. When the flexible plan is used, then they 

sometimes think that their child is put in a lower grade 

level. Even within the classroom unit where smaller groups 

are formed in order to carry on particular interest activities 

they have a feeling that their child has been put in the slow 

group. It should be understood more clearly that the group-

ing of children should not be based on chronological age 

alone, nor on ability alone, but on many other factors that 

contribute to the welfare of the learner, enabling him to 

live with others successfully. 

In Belnoehl and Ayer* s book, j f t a M t 4telnl.gtrat.ipn 

& M fmXk is this paragraph? 

Learning is facilitated by placing together those 
who can profit most by their common experiences. Group 
teaching improves and learning becomes BOre effective 
when the kind of work undertaken by the group is well 
adjusted to them. The fullest development of each 

8Xbld.. pp. 240-241. 
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child's ability Is made possible where all children In 
a group are given every opportunity forafull partici-
pation in their cooperative activities. 

In a classroom group composed of two contiguous grades, 

a third and a fourth, or a fourth and fifth* there Is very 

little if any more difference in the age range than in a 

large group of only one grade. For instance, fourth-grade 

pupils often range in age from eight to eleven as they did 

in one of the groups compared in tills study. Pupils in the 

third and fourth-grade combination room ranged from eight to 

ten years. It seems that in group activity within the class-

room unit there would be no more conflicting ideas in the 

combined-grade group than in the single-grade group. 

Heinoehl and Ayer, in discussing further the reasons for 

grouping, make the following statements concerning group activ-

ities in an efficient group: 

In group activities children are a stimulus to each 
other, they develop® socially and mentally. Those most 
capable take the initiative in planning activities and 
assume leadership responsibilities in carrying there out. 
When they participate whole-heartedly in cooperative ac-
tivities, their attitudes toward the school improve, and 
a better school spirit developee. They become interested 
and successful, which has the effect of reducing or re-
moving all such problems as pertain to attendance and be-
havior. It naturally follows that school failures are 
greatly decreased. 

The efficient group. In an ideal working group 
each member is successful and happy. Each has a real 
contribution to make to group experiences, and each prof-
its personally by them. The members are united in a com-
mon purpose. They are naturally congenial to eajpb other 
and work together to pronote group undertakings.i0 

^Charles M. Reinoehl & Fred C. Ayer, Classroom Adalnis-
mM, MMU MMsMmk* p. 130. 

lQIbld.. pp. 130-131. 
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Whether placed la one-grade groups or In double-s-grade 

groups* the differences In the ages and the differences in 

the abilities should not he so great that the poorest pu-

pils would develop inferiority conplexes and the more apt 

students feel too superior. Every learner needs to have a 

feeling of security. 

In Stratameyer, Forteer, Mcllm, and Associates, JDg-

X&mlm & Sm M m UjXm are found these 

statements conoeming the learners* need of feeling at 

home or belonging in the groupt 

In some cas®® the learner will have relatively 
even development, la other eases special strengths or 
weaknesses In such areas of growth as social adjust-
ment, physical development, intellectual power, will 
enter .into the Judgement as to the degree of maturity 
attained. Unless the differences in age,, intelligence, 
and background are too great, these diversities c m en-
rich and extend the learnings of each member of the 
group. Friendships and antagonists, behavior problems* 
special talents and Interests, individual needs, 
special abilities and weaknesses, should all be taken • 
intp account If the resulting groups are to be of 
greatest help to the individuals within thea. 

When backgrounds or abilities differ too widely, 
or when they are not properly taken Into account, there 
is danger that the Individual will lack the necessary 
feeling of belongingness. Each learner, then, should 
spend part of his time in active cooperation with a 
group which furnishes his essential security, which is 
of a si£e conducive to effective guidance, and In 
which there Is a teacher who can know well the indi-
viduals in the group.11 

When new pupils enter a group there is often need for 

personal adjustments before the feeling of security is attained. 

^Florence B. Stratemeyer, Kamden 1*. Forkner, Margaret 0. 
HcKlm and Associates, & timrAmlm S M 
Living, p. 3?1. 
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This period of adjustment varies In length as to the nature 

of tli® child, The length of the period May also be Influ-

enced by the attitudes of the teachsr and of the entire 

group. This idea of the child's striving to "belong* is 

well stated by the Staff of the Division on Child Develop-

ment and Teacher Personnel as follows: 

learning to participate in this child society and 
to adjust effectively to its processes poses for every 
child some of hie most highly motivated and significant 
developmental tasks.. Learning the lore of their peer 
group is just as Important for children as learning the 
history of our society. The development of the social 
skills required to get along well in the peer group is 

• colraportant to children with learning the linguistic 
and arithmetic!cal skills demanded by admit society. 
Indeed the attitudes, values» and ethical ©ode of the 
group of children with which a child Identifies him-
self emm to have increasing weight with hi® as he 
progresses through school. Often they appear to influ-
ence his desires and decisions more strongly than do 
the precepts of parents and teachers. The sanctions 
that are enforced by his peers and the prestige or 
recognition acoorded him for certain actions are strik-
ing in their power to mould a child* a behavior,12 

Teachers assuae their responsibilities of teaching or 

the guidance of children with sincerity; therefore, they 

are concerned about the classification or grouping of pu-

pils. They want the placement of each pupil where he can 

do his best work. The feeling of satisfaction coaes to them 

only when they tee learners under their guidance grow and 

develop into healthy, happy Individuals, able to take their 

place in a democratic society. Teachers in their efforts 

is 
Staff of the Division on Child Development and Teacher 

Personnel, ffifli&ag JEftaffifafffiB SlAffmtMi P. 2?8. 
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to succeed la their station of life would do well to keep 

In mind, and make application of, a good philosophy of 

education. 

Paul T. Rankin, Chairman of a Commission on Instruc-

tional Leadership, sums the principles of a good philosophy 

of educatlon by stating? 

Instructional leadership ©alls for the consist-
ent application of a philosophy of education which 
holds two functions as fundamental: the perpetuation, 
re-creation, and improvement of soolety; and the en-
richment of individual human lives. 

The school exists to serve society; society 
exists to oake a finer life for Individuals. The 
school, therefore. Is Interested not only in develop-
ing those Individual characteristics of conformity and 
cooperation which make for & more orderly social 
structure; It is also interested in encouraging the 
well-rounded development of healthy, happy Individ-
uals, These functions of education are complemen-
tary in theory and inseparable in practice. Educa-
tional leadership must envisage "both and maintain the 
balance between them. It Bust not become so Interested 
in the child as an individual that the welfare of the 
supporting society is ignored. Jfor must the needs of 
society be allowed to override the inherent rights of 
society or the Individual to the fullest possible de-
velopment of his powers,I3 

A good point in the philosophy of education is expressed 

by J. R. MoGaughy, in Classification of Pupils, quoted as 

follows; 

Another important principle in the modern philosophy 
of education Is Dewey*@ statement that "school Is life 
and not Just preparation for life.* In accepting this 
principle it is argued that each school activity should 
be as near as possible to the desirable situations in 

13 
Commission on Instructional Leadership, M 

3i>Jl&SiX3A8&££tfii» PP • 9—10 • 



which, the child finds himself outside of the school 
or in later life.14 

Carletozi W&shburne briefly states his theory in & Liv-

ing Philosophy qX Education as follows! 

Education consists of helping children t© develop 
in a way that is personally a»d socially satisfying, 
It consists, therefor®, of providing the environment 
and opportunities, the stiaroli and the guidance, that 
will satisfy both the needs of the growing individual 
and the needs of the coupler, changing society of 
which he is an integral part. 

I have found it convenient to look at this whole 
process of education from four angles: First, we can 
think of it in terms of the child at a person, having 
certain basic needs is common with all other persons. 
These needs are for health and happiness, or, to put 
It another way, for physical well-being and for mental 
and emotional well-being. Second, we can think of 
education in terms of t&e child as an individual, a 
unique creation, differing from all others, with a 
need for self-expression, a need for carrying out his 
own characteristic pattern of development in work and 
play and thought. Third, we see the child as a part 
of an intricate society whloh depends for its existence 
upon Intercoisaiamieation, and in which, therefore, to 
play one's part, one raust have mastery of the skills 
of reading, writing, and arithmetic, a common basis of 
knowledge of history, geography, and science, and, for 
comfort and acceptance, certain conventiona, like 
spelling, punctuation, and grammar. And fourth, we 
can see the organic unity of society and the need for 
helping each Individual to realise that unity and to 
act In the li^it of this realisation—®uGh of character, 
all of citlsenshlp anfl social responsibility, may be 
seen, from this angle.15 

While the policies and practices regarding the way or 

ways in which children are organized into groups for In-

structional purposes are many and are of various types, they 

14J. R. MeOaugby, Ml .$SMS M & & M&-
MPfaMX Mmstl* p. 2. 

15 
Carle ton Waehburoe, £ M s i M ffeltoggM M 

Introduction, p. xijp. 
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depend largely upon the educational policy of any particu-

lar school program. However, It Is always better to have 

a school organisation flexible and made to *fit the child* 

rather than, h a w the child adjusted to "fit the school." 



CHAPf® 211 

4 COMPARISON OF ACHIEVEMENT MADE IN 8INGLE-

GRADE MB BOUM-S®A0g GROUPS 

This ohapter Includes a comparative study of eight 

groups or a total of ninety-eight pupils, in order to de-

termine if there 1® any significant difference In the rate 

of achievement made by children who mm placed In a group 

where only one grade Is taught ae compared with the progress 

made by ohlldren who were placed in a room where two grades 

were taught. 

A Comparative Study of Twelve Pairs of Pupils 
of Equal Rank In Two Third-Grade 
Groups in Carrollton flohool 

A group of thirty to thirty-five pupils in the Carroll-

ton School were placed In a room where only the third grade 

was taught, The other group of about eighteen pupils was in 

a room with nine fourth-grade pupils. Each student was given 

the Metropolitan Achievement Test at the beginning of the ex-

periment. Then twelve students from Group 1 (the single 

grade) were selected who had the ease average in achievement 

as twelve students in Group 8 (the double grade). 

Table 1 shows the results of the first achievement test 

given. These results are of Group 1, the single t hird-igrade 

group. 

SO 
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TABLE 1 

TEST RESULTS OF TWELVE THIRD-GRADE PUPILS IN THE 
CARROLLTON SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE ONLY ONE 

GRADE IB TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY THE 
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
So. Read, Word Mean. 

Read. 
Avg. 

Ai*ith 
Fund 

Arith, 
Prob, Avg,' Spell, 

Grade 
Ayg. 

3 

4 

7 

3 

9 

10 

11 

12 

4 ,2 

3.3 

4,0 

3,5 

3.7 

2.6 

2.6 

3.3 

2.8 

2,6 

3.1 

3.4 

3.6 

3.1 

3 

2.8 

3.9 

3.2 

4.0 

3.2 

3.8 

2.8 

2.9 

3.2 

2.9 

8,5 

3.0 

3.1 

3,7 

3.7 

3,1 

.7 

9 

3,6 

4, 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

4 

7 

3,6 

4.0 

3,2 

3,6 

2,9 

3.1 

3.0 

3.2 

3.1 

3.2 

2.6 

2,5 

4 

3,9 

4 

0 

0 

6 

7 

4 

2,7 

1 

1 

1 

0 

t 

8 

3,2 3.2 3,2 3.0 3.3 3.2 3.3 

Table 2 shows the results of the firdt achievement teat 

given to Group 2, which is the double-grade. On this table 

the twelve pup He are equal In grade rank to the twelve single-

grade pupils on the above table. That la, Pupil Ho. 1 in the 

single-grade had the same grade average la achievement aa pu-

pil ifo. 1 in the double grade. The average for each group was 

3,2. 



TABLE 2 

TEST RESULTS OP TWELVE THIRD-&RADE PUPILS 11 THE 
CAHROLLTOJi SCHOOL XX A ROOM WHERE TWO GRADES 

ARE TAUGHT AS REVEALED BT TO METRO-
POLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
Mo, Read. 

Word Read. Arltti. 
Fund, 

Arlth. 
Prob. 

Arith. 
Avg. Spell, 

Grade 
Avg. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

10 

11 

12 

4.6 

0 

4.4 

4, 

,1 

3 

5 

4 

6 3.1 

4.8 

4.2 

3.4 

3.§ 

3.7 

3.7 

3.2 

•3,0 

3.1 

2.7 

2.3 

2.6: 

3.1 

2.8 

3.3 

,7 

a 
7 

3.0 

3.1 

1 

4 

4*6 

3.4 

4.0 

9 

1 

4 

3 

3 

3 

2.§ 

0 

1 

4 

0 

1 

4 

7 

3fi 

3.6 

3.6 

3.5 

3.3 

3.1 

3.1 

3.1 

3.0 

2.9 

2.8 

2.8 

Mean 3.8 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.2 6.2 

Then, at the end of a nine months* period another Metro-

politan Achievement Test was given to both ©Pomps. The same 

twelve equated pairs of pupile were selected and the results 

tabulated. Table 3, which follows, shows the single-grade. 

test results on the second achievement test that was given. 



TEST RESULTS OF TWELVE THIRD-GRADE PUPILS IN THE 
CAHROLLTON SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE ONLY ONE 

GRADE IS TAUGHT AS REVEALED M THE 

Pupil 
No. Rs&d. 

Word 
Mean. 

lead, 
Av, 

Arlth. 
KtnO« 

Arlth, 
Prob. 

Arlth. 
Av, Spell, 

Grade 
Av, 

1 4.7 5.0 4,8 3,8 3,9 3.8 4,0 4,,3 

2 4.2 4,§ 4.3 4.1 4,7 .A... M 4,5 4,4 

3 3,§ 4.7 4.1 4.0 3,6 3.8 5,1 4.,2 

4 3.6 3.4 3,6 3.5 4.1 3,8 4,0 3,7 

5 4,6 4.5 3.9 3,7 4,0 3,8 4,6 4,2 

e 3.4 2,7 3,8 3,6 3,3 3,5 3,8 3,4 

? 3tl 2,7 2.9 3,8 4,0 3,9 4.6 3,6 

8 4.0 M 3.7 3,9 4,4 4,1 3,6 3,9 

9 3.8 3,8 3,8 4,1 3,3 3,7 4.1 3.8 

10 3.4 4,0 3,7 4,0 4.0 4t0 3,6 3.8 

11 4,6 3.8 4,8 3,4 3,3 3,4 3,7 3,8 

12 4.2 4,0 4.1 3.1 0.9 3,0 4,8 3.8 

Mean 3.9 3.$ 3,9 3,8 3.8 3,8 4,2 3.-9 

By comparing the results of the test above with the 

results of the first achievement test as tabulated on fable 1 

for this group, it is s@e» that the s ingle-grade group made 

progress from 3.2 to 3.9, which Is & total of .7, or seven 

raonths during the experimental period, 

fable 4 shows the results of the seoond achievement 

test given to Group 2, the double third-grade group. 



TABLE 4 

TEST RESULTS OF TWELVE THIRD-GRADE PUPILS IN THE 
CARROLLTON SCHOOL IN A BOOM WHERE TWO GRADE8 

ARE TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY THE METRO-
POLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pttpil 
80. Read. Word 

Mean, 
Read, 
Aw, 

Arith. 
fund. 

Arith. 
Profe, 

Arith, 
Aw, Spell, CtaiAct Av. 

1 4,5 A it 4,4 3.4 3.8 3,6 4.7 4,0 

2 4.5 4.5 4.4 3.3 6.6 3,4 4,3 4.6 

3 4.7 4.1 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.9 W fit 
V # w 4.0 

4 4.8 4.5 4.7 3.7 4.2 3,i & 
V $ w 4.5 

5 4.8 4.8 4.6 4.0 *# *8? 3#«S 3.0 4t0 4.1 

0 4,9 4.3 4.0 3.6 m £t 
S»Q 9.8 5.2 4.3 

7 £1 
O n w 3,9 3.0 3.8 3.3 '3,5 4.3 3,8 

a 5,2 4.9 5.1 3,0 3.8 3,4 4.6 4.3 

9 3.6 3,4 & 

O, P 3.7 3.6 3,7 2.8 4.3 

10 3.6 3.8 3,7 3.8 4,0 ~ 3.9 3.0 3.6 

11 3.9 5.0 4,5 4.0 3.3 3,6 3.6 4,0 

12 3.0 3.0 3.8 3.4 a,7 3.1 3.1 3.4 

Mem A 4 4.0 . 4,3 3,6 3.8 3,7 4.0 4.1 

On Table 4 the average for the group was 4.1* which 

was a total progress of ,9# of* nine months progress. This 

was two months mm progress than the single-grade group 

made. 
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A Comparative Study of Twelve Pairs of Pupils 
of Equal Rank In Two Fourth-Grade 

Groups la Carroll ton School 

For farther study two fourth-grade groups were con-

sidered. fable § shows the results of the twelve pupils 

selected in th© single-grade when given the first achieve-

ment test. 

TABLE 5 

TEST RESULTS OF TWELVE FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS II THE 
CABROLLTOM SCHOOL IS A BOOM fKRERE ONLY GUI 

GRADE IS TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY THE 
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEKENT TESTS 

mm 
Pupil 

So. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 
e 
? 

a 

9 

10 

u 
IS 

Mean 

Read, 

4. 8 

1 

4 

4 

3 

4.0 

4; 

3.9 

4.0 

ford 
Mem. 

0 

4 

4 

4 

4.1 

0 

7 

5 

4 

,1 

4.0 

Arith. 
fund. 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

4 

1 

9 

& 

1 

7 

3.7 

Arlth. 
Prob. 

4 0 

4 

4 

4 

4 

0 

2.8 

4.0 

Lang, 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Spell< 

6.5 

4 

3 

4.0 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4.f» 

Grade 
Ay. 

4.e 

4.7 

4.4 

4,4 

4.1 

4.1 

4.0 

3.8 

3.7 

3.6 

3.6 

3.3 

4.0 



Teste were glYen at the same time to another fourth-

grade group of pupils who were In a rooa with fifth-grade 

pupil®. Twelve of these double fourth-grade pupils were 

selected who were of equal rani: with the twelve single-

grade children. Table 6 shows the results of the test 

glwn to this double-grade group. 

TABLE § 

TEST RESULTS OF TWELVE FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE 
COPPELL SCHOOL IH A ROOM WHERE TWO GRADES 

ARE TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY THE METRO-
POLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
»©. Read. 

Word 
Mean. 

Arlth. 
fUBda 

Arlth. 
Pmb. 

Lang, 
Usage Spfii. 

Orade 
Av. 

1 e,s S.4 4,4 4.2 5.2 5,4 5.1 

2 4.? 4.5 3.9 4.0 4,3 6.0 4,6 

3 4. 1 4.3 4.6 4.9 4.6 4.7 4.5 

4 4,5 4.? 3.1 3.7 3.6 6.3 A A 
#£ $ *sa 

8 4.0 3.? 3.5 4.0 5.0 3.9 4,0 

6 4.1 4,2 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.4 4.0 

7 4.4 3.4 3.3- 4.0 3.7 4.4 3.9 

8 4.0 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.9 4.6 3.8 

f 3.6 3.6 4.0 3.4 3.1 4.3 3.7 

10 3.6 3.6 3.0 3.0 4.5 3.6 3.6 

11 3.6 3.8 3.4 3.0 4.0 3.2 3.S 

IS 3.5 3.5 2.9 3.5 3.2 , 3.2 3.3 

Mean 4.2 4.0 3.6 4.4 4.1 4.7 4.0 
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Another achievement test was given to both groups at 

the esid of a nine-months* period of time. The results of 

the same equated pairs of pupils -were tabulated, fable 7 

shows the results of the- single fourth-grade group,- on 

the second test, 

TABU! 7 

TEST RESULTS OF TWELVE FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS II THE 
CARROLLTOK SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE ONLT ONE 

GRABS IS TAUGHT AS REVEALED M ffffi 
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
So, Read*. Word Mean* 

Arith.. 
Fund. 

Arlth, 
Profe. 

Lang. 
Hs&ge Spell. Grade 

Ar. 

1 6.1 6.1 4.8 5,6 5.4 6.0 5,8 

s 5*6 7.5 4.4 6.2 5.3 7.8 6.1 

3 e.§ 6.4 5.0 5.4 5.6 5.3 5,7 

4 5*8 5.9 5,0 5.3 3.6 5.2 5.1 

5 8.6 5.8 4.1 4.-0 4.7 5*4 4.9 

6 3.8 4.1 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.8 4.# 

7 5.7 5.3 4.7 4.5 3.7 4.4 4,7 

B 4*0 4.4 4.2 3.8 6.3 5.0 4.4§ 

S 4.8 4.2 4*4 3.8 4.f j j -L JL 
im 

4.4 

10 4.9 4.8 3.8 4.7 4.4 4,7 4,5 

11 4.1 4.4 4.6 5< 4 4.7 3.7 4.4 

12 4.2 4.6 3.5 3.7 5.1 4.1 

Mean §.i 5.3 4.5 4.7 4.6 5.2 4.« 
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Results on fable 7 show that the single-grade group 

average on this second test ims 4.9. The 'progress raade 

was nine months. 

tests were again given to the double fourth-grade 

group, fable 8 below shows the results of the second, 

achievement test. 

TABLE 8 

TEST RESULTS OF TWELVE fOURTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE 
COPPEUj SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE TWO GRADES 

ARE TAUGHT AS HEfEALHD BY THE «®Q-
POLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Puoil 
Mo. Bead. 

Word 
Mean. 

Arith. 
fund. 

Arlth. 
Prob. 

Lang. 
Usage Spell. 

$rade 
Av. 

1 6.4 7.4 4.9 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.1 

2 6.1 5.2 s.e 6.6 6.0 5.2 5.8 

3 6.1 7.4 5.0 4.7 4.9 5.8 5.6 

4 5.7 8,3 5.3 5.2 5.6 5.2 5,4 

5 6.7 6.1 5,4 7.0 8.2 7.6 6,2 

© 4.2 4.7 5.1 5,6 5.4 5.0 5.0 

7 4.9 5.4 5.3 6,0 5.4 6.8 5.5 

8 3.5 3.6 4, A 
TC 

3.8 3,9 5.0 4,0 

9 4.6 4.4 3.8 3.1 6.0 5.0 4,5 

10 3.9 4.9 4.6 4.5 5.4 4.9 4.7 

11 4.1 4.0 4.6 4.2 5.1 4.7 4.5 

12 3,0 3.3 3.6 4.1 3.6 3.3 3.6 

Mean 4.9 8.1 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.05 



Both the single-grade group,and the double-grade 

group made an average score of 4.0 when the flret test 

was given. At the end of the nine months' period, the 

double-grade group average v;£x 4.9. This show an increase 

of 1.15 for the double-grade group and ,9 for the single-

grade group. Again the double grade made asre progress 

than did the single-grade group. 

A Comparative Study of Eleven Pairs of Pupils 
of Equal Rank In Two Fourth-Grade Group8 

In FarmerB Branch School 

Two fourth-grade groups In the Farmers Branch School 

were selected and tested In order to further determine if 

children In a double-grade group could be expected to ad-

vance as rapidly in mental achievement as children in a 

Bingle-grade room. After the achievement tests were given, 

eleven pupils frost eaoh room were eeleated for further 

testing. These pupils wore selected for the upper, the 

middle, and the lower grade levels within the total group 

of the single-grade and double-grade groups. Satftea 9, 

10, 11 and 12 show the results and the comparison of the 

tests given to the two groups at six months' intervals. 

Table 9 shows the results obtained froa the first test 

given to the single-grade group. The total grade average 

for both groups is the same for the first tests. 



TABLE 9 

TEST RESULTS OF ELEVEN FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS II 
THE FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL XI A ROOM WHERE 
ONLY O E GRADE 13 TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY 

THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
Ifo. Head* ford 

kean. 
Arith, 
Fund. 

Arith. 
Prob, 

Lang. 
Usage Spell. Cr3?ad© 

Av. 

1 7.3 5,4 4.1 4.8 9.1 8.0 6.1 

8 6,4 6.1 4.3 6,1 9.1 5,3 5.6 

3 4.2 4,5 4.0 4,3 6.0 5.1 4.7 

4 5,1 4.7 3.9 4, 2 5.2 4,7 4,6 

5 3.7 4,7 3.9 4.8 3.7 5,3 4.4 

e 3.9 3,9 4,4 4.8 4.9 3,9 4,2 

? 4,1 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.2 4.6 3.9 

8 3.8 3.8 4.S 4.3 3.5 3,5 3.9 

9 4.0 3,6 3.3 4.0 3.7 4,0 3,8 

10 4.1 3.4 3.1 3.8 3.8 4,4 3.8 

11 3.3 3.3 4,1 3,4 3.0 4.2 3.6 

Mean >ip4 *3| 4.3 3.9 4.3 5.0 4.6 4.4 

Pupils were selected from the upper* the middle, and 

the lower grade levels within the total group of the tingle 

grade, 

Table 10 Is given to show results obtained from the first 

achievement test taken by fourth-grade pupils in a room with 

fifth-grade pupils. The following eleven pupile are of an 

equal rank with the single fourth-grade pupils on Table 9. 



TABLE 10 

TEST RESULTS OF ELEVEN FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS IK THE 
FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL II A ROOM WHERE TWO 
GRADES ARE TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY THE 

Pupil 
Mo. Read. 

Word 
Mean. 

Arith. 
Fund. 

Arith. 
Prob. 

Lang. 
Usage Spell. 

Grade 
Ay, 

1 6.5 6.7 4.1 3.8 9.1 4.9 5.9 

2 6.6 8.4 4.4 4.7 5.5 5,5 5.8 

3 6.5 4. 4 6.0 6.1 3.6 3.4 4.7 

5.0 5.9 4.2 4.2 3.8 4.4 4.6 

5 A 4, 4.? 4.0 4.6 4.0 5.0 4.4 

6 4.0 4.7 4.8 5.2 3.6 3.0 4.2 

7 3.7 4.2 3.5 3.6 4.3 4.0 3.9 

a 3.8 3.1 4.7 4.6 3.4 3.8 3.9 

9 3.1 4.4 4.7 4.7 2.6 3.3 3.a 

10 4.2 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.6 3.6 3.8 

ii 3.6 4.1 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.0 3.6 

Mean *.e 4,§ 4,2 4.4 4.3 4.0 4.4 

The grade average for "Gils double-grade group was 4.4. 

This was the same grade level of the single-grade- group. 

Table 11 shows the results obtained when the seoond 

achievement test m a given to the single-grade group, This 

test m s given at- the elos© of a sis-month* period of time. 

It shows the mental progress of the single-grade group. 



TABLE 11 

TOT RESULTS OP ELEVEN FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS II U S 
FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHOT OKLT 
0 ® GRADE IS TAUGHT AS REVEALED B3T THE 

Pupil 
Ho. Read. Word 

Ue«B. 
Arijfh, 
Fund. 

Arith. 
Prob* 

Lang. 
Osage Spell. Oracle 

AY. 

1 7,5 6.8 6.0 6.6 8.6 8.2 7.1 

2 0*9 7.6 5.4 6.0 9.3 6.8 7.0 

3 5.0 §.9 4.7 4.5 6.6 5.1 

4 6.6 6.7 5.9 6.6 §.1 6.5 6.1 

6 5.2 §>6 5.6 5.0 4.9 5.0 5.2 

0 5.9 5*1 5.7 5..8 4.2 6r3 6,3 

7 4..8 4.7 5.4 4.7 4.7 5.0 4,,9 

8 4.0 4.2 5.7 5.1 4.0 3.8 4*6 

9 5.0 4.3 4..0 4.. 2 4,9 4.,8 4„5 

10 4,7 4.8 4.4 3.6 4..4 5..S 4.5 

11 2-9 4,J2 4.2 4.2 3.0 S..0 4..0 

W&&M 5.4 5.5 5.1 5.1 5.4 5.5 5.32 

The group average shown on the above table was 5.32 as 

the second test. This Is a gain of approximately nine months, 

over the first test average of 4.4. 

Table 12, whioh follows, gives the results of the sec-

ond achievement test that was given t© the double-grade . 

group,. The progress of this group m&& almost the same as 

that made by the single-grade group. 



TABLE 12 

TEST RESULTS OP ILE¥EM FOURTH-GRADE PUPILS IN "BE 
FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE TV/O 

SHADES ARE TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY THE 

Pupil 
No, Read. 

Word 
Mean. 

Arlth. 
, Fund. 

Arith. 
Prob. 

Lang. 
Usage Spell. 

Grade 
Av. 

1 8.7 8.8 5.1 o. 1 9.6 6.5 7.1 

2 6.9 6.1 6.2 5.2 6.0 7.1 6.3 

3 6.1 &.1 5.4 5.4 5.4 4.8 5.4 

4 6.3 5.3 8.4 5.® 5.0 4.2 5.2 

5 6.7 4.5 5.4 6.0 7.4 5 3 6.0 

6 6.2 4.9 5.9 6.3 5.2 4.7 5.6 

7 4.8 5.2 4.8 4.2 4.5 4.8 4.7 

8 4.8 3.8 5.0 4.9 3.0 4.4 4.3 

9 4.1 3.8 5.0 5.1 3.0 3.2 4.0 

10 5.4 4.5 5.0 5.0 3.5 4.4 4.6 

11 4.6 4.? 4.1 4.8 4.2 4.7 4.5 

Mean 5.0 5,1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.0 5.27 

The result8 shown on the above table give the group 

average to be 5.27, which Is an increase of approximately 

nine months over fee results of the first test taken by 

this double-grade group. 

A Comparative Study of Fourteen Pairs of Pupils 
of Equal Rank in Two Fifth-Grade Groups 

in farmers Branch School 

Two more groups of pupils were studied in the Farmers 

Branch School. Group 1 consisted of fourteen fifth-grad* 
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pupils that were selected from the whole fifth-grade group 

in a room of & single-grade. Group S was made up of the 

fourteen fifth-grade pupils In the room with fourth-grade 

pupils. The pairs were of equal rank in achievement. 

Table 13 shows the results obtained from the first test 

that was given to the single-grade group. 

TABLE 13 

TEST RESULTS OF FOURfEEM FIFTH-G3ADE PUPILS IN 
THE FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE 
ONLY ONE GRADE IS TAUGHT AS REVEALED BX 

THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
Head, 

IfeM Arith. Arlth, 
Prob, Spell. 

Grade 
AT. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 

Mean 

5.7 

4.3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

? 
3 

1 

2 

4,8 

»4 

4. 

7 

4 

4 

4.4 

? 

9 

,0 

3.1 

4,0 

§.3 

5,3 

4.7 

§.0 

4«o 

4.8 

4.3 

4.6 

4.8 

3.9 

4.5 

3.7 

4.6 

4.9 

4.6 

5.2 

4 

4 

4 

4, 

4.8 

4,4 

5.2 

,7 

7 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

7 

7 

3.7 

4.1 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 7 

7 

0 

9 

3.3 

4,5 

* tfwr 

5.0 

4.8 

4.7 

4.6 

4,5 

4.1 

4,3 

4.3 

4.2 

4,0 

3.8 

3,» 

3.7 

4.4 
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On the following table Is recorded the results of the 

first test given to the double-grade group. 

TABLE 14 

TEST RESULTS OF FOURTEEN FIFTH-GRADE PUPILS IN THE 
FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE TWO 
GRACES ARE TAUGHT AS REVEALED W THE 

METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

H 

12 

13 

14 

Bflftdt# 

5.7 

5.3 

4.4 

4.6 

5.1 

4.8 

4.0 

4.3 

4.1 

4.3 

3.2 

3.6 

3.6 

3.7 

ford 

5.6 

4.7 

4. 

4 

3.3 

Arith. 
Fund. 

4.8 

4.6 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

Arith. 
Prob. 

1 

7 

0 

3 

4 
& 

4 

.0 

3.4 

5.2 

,4 

0 

7 

0 

Spell 

4.8 

4. 

4 

2> 

6 

7 

0 

1 

Grade 
Af. 

5.2 

4.0 

4.8 

«.7 

4.6 

4.5 

4.1 

4.3 

4.3 

4.1 

4,0 

3.9 

3.9 

3.7 

Mean 4.2 4.1 4.6 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.4 

The group average waa 4.4t the same level as the single-

grade group when both groups were given the first teat. 
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fable 16 shews the results when the second achieve-

ment test was given to the single fifth-grade group. 

TABLE 15 

TEST RESULTS OP FOURTEEN FIFTH-GRADE PUPILS XM THE 
FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL IN A ROOM WHERE ONLY 
DIE mkM IS TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY T ® 

METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
Mo, Re&cL. WosNi 

lean. 
Arith. 
Fund. 

Arith. 
Proto. 

Lang. 
Usage Spell, ' $rade A*. 

1 5,6 5.3 6.1 5.8 5.7 5.8 6,7 

3 4.6 §.5 6.3 6.8 6.9 4.1 «* 18,12 9« P© 

3 5.1 8.5 8.9 5.4 6.0 3.9 5.3 

4 ft at 
Q. O 5.2 6.3 6.6 5.4 6.0 5.2 

5 4.9 5.0 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.0 5.4 

6 §.4 4,9 5.5 5.5 4.7 6.0 S.85 

7 7.1 5.8 5.0 5.4 5.6 6.7 5.9 

a 4.9 4.5 5.5 5.4 4.4 4.4 4.85 

9 5.9 4.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 4.5 4.7 

10 4,7 §.4 5.5 4.5 6.0 8,4 5.3 

11 4.4 3.8 6.6 *» <j» 
w $ 4,4 4 4 4.5 

12 4.5 4.2 5.7 5.1 4.0 3.8 4.55 

id 4.9 4.3 4.6 4.8 A a 
IB* sr 4.6 4.8 

14 4.7 4f 3 4.4 4.9 5.3 3.9 4.3 

Mean 5.0. 4,i 5.6 6.2 5.3 4.9 5.1 

The results shown on Table 15 glT© the single group*a 

average as 5.1. This ie an increase of seven Months. 
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fable 16, following, shows results at the second test 

given to the double-grade group of fourteen pupils. 

TABLE 16 

TEST RESULTS OF FOURTEEN FIF*H~ORADE PUPILS IN 
THE FARMERS BRANCH SCHOOL XI A ROOM WHEHS 
TWO GRADES .ARB TAUGHT AS REVEALED BY 
THE METR.QPQLIf AM ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

Pupil 
Ho, Read. Word 

Mean. 
Ant&. 
Fund. 

Arlth. 
Prob, 

Lang. 
Usage Spell. Grade 

Av. 

1 6.2 6.2 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.5 6.1 

2 7.2 5.2 6.1 5.6 5.1 5.1 5.7 

3 6.1 6.9 5.7 5.3 4.9 5.2 5.5 

4 5.2 5.? 5.7 5.8 4.7 4.9 5,7 

§ 5.8 5.4 5.0 5.8 5.8 5.2 5.5 

6 5.7 4.? 5.9 6.0 4.4 jjL Jt 5.2 

7 5.5 5.2 5.4 5.4 4.8 4.4 5.1 

8 5.3 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.9 4.1 4.8 

9 4.4 4.9 5.6 5.2 4.9 4.5 4.9 

10 4.8 4.4 4.4 4.3 5.4 5.5 4.8 

11 4.5 4,7 5.5 5.2 4.9 4.4 4.9 

IS 4.8 4.3 5.3 5.2 4.2 4.5 4.7 

13 6.0 3.5 5.4 4.5 4.5 5.0 4,8 

14 4.6 4.? 5.3 4.7 4.4 4.9 4,8 

Mean 5.5 6.0 5.4 5.3 4.9 4.9 5.2 

The group average of the above double was 5.2, 



a gain of ,8 over the average OR the first test of 4,4. 

It Is also one raonth more progress than the eingle-grade 

group made during the experimental period. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND HECOJ£MENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

Xn this study an attempt was made to determine whether 

there Is any significant difference in the eduoational prog-

ress made by students in single-grade groups and those In 

double-grade groups. The data were found by giving achieve-

ment tests to four double-grade group® and four single-

grade ones at the beginning of the experimental period and 

at the ©lose of it. fhe average grade levels resulting 

from the first test were subtracted from the grade levels 

of the second test, thus giving the amount of progress 

made by each pupil, each group, and a grand total of all in 

the single grade and all in the double grade. From these 

findings the following conclusions were made. 

1. Children in the double-grade groups, whether com-

bined with the grade above or the grade below, equaled or 

surpassed In achievement the children In the single grade 

by a tisall margin, 

2. When segments of the test# are considered, the 

double-grade children excelled In reading, language usage, 

and spelling, while the single-grade children showed more 

m 
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progress la word wetting, and both were about equal In 

arithmetic fundamentals ant arithmetic problem®. 

Z, lot only was the total achievement greater, but the 

number of pupila in the double grades who made sore progress 

was larger, a ratio of twelve to eight. 

Recommendations 

Since this study is United to only one field* the 

achievement in the academic subjects of reading, word wean-

ing, arithmetic, language usage, and spelling; it is recom-

mended that further research be made in other major areas 

of education. A clearer over-all picture could be had of 

each individual and of the group as a whole if similar 

studies are sad® of the physical, the emotional, the mental, 

and the social development. Growth in any one area must 

be evaluated against growth in related areas to fulfill 

the need of & balanced or a well-rounded development of the 

whole child. 

In groups containing two grades or even in large 

single grades, a very flexible program is recommended. Sub-

grouping is often necessary to take ©art of the range and 

variability in such factors as age, sex, scholastic apti-

tude, physical traits, academic achievement, interests, and 

recreational activities. 

In this study a better understanding could be had if 

more objective evidence were obtained. Therefore, it i# 
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recommended that much objective evidence "be secured in 

for® of statistics* anecdotal records, health records* 

information of sources of experiences, sociograiae, and 

any other sources that might enable the teacher to help 

the child achieve optimum development of hie powers and to 

adjust properly to hie limitations. 
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